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About This Game

18 Floors is a VR experience combining room escape gameplay with puzzle elements. Players are transported to a mystic and
foreboding space, where they must complete interconnected puzzle to escape each sealed room.

The first episode of the game is comprised of two rooms, the Phantom Room and Sea Express stage.

With her home planet destroyed 1000 years ago, Andrea, Queen of Naoh Star has been living hidden amongst humans,
struggling to keep her race from eradication. When she learns of humanity’s plan of genocide for her people, Queen Andrea

decides to strike back at humanity by altering history itself. Players will follow Andrea as she travels to the secret time-bending
black hole “18 Floors,” discovering her true identity and uncovering a galactic conspiracy.

Game Features:
1.A suspenseful and thrilling VR puzzle experience
2.Mystifying puzzle designs with gameplay variety
3.VR Environments that feel as if they were real

4.A completely different but interlinked fantastic journeys
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I want to love this game SO BAD - the aesthetics & game mechanics are awesome & it looks so good in VR. However, the
camera controls make this basically unplayable for me. I just about lost my mind trying to get my "block" island to be on a level
plane & ended up with it floating upside down over my head a few times. It really needs some easily accessible auto snapping \/
camera reset options - once that's addressed, it'll be awesome!. This game is absolute RUBBISH. I wouldn't reccomend it to
anyone. If you want a good fishing game, Buy Euro Fishing, thru Steam.. I had a ton of fun playing this game. It's a party-based
RPG and it's really enjoyable. The world is pretty huge as well. Should provide tens of hours on fun. 8\/10. 11\/10 would create
moar texture and shaders from this magic software
Awesomeness!!!! The person who made this is an angel!! WOHOOO!!!!!!. The game's fun for like 5 minutes until the gameplay
gets old. Idk why I'm leaving a positive review.. Out of the 5 games in this, there is only one I've disliked. Roguelight is a fun
and clever little Roguelike with a light and dark mechanic, hets is a really fun and fast-paced action game, Test Chamber is a
cute and interesting puzzle game, and Detective Chirpums is a cute little noir-style adventure game. The only game I disliked
was Laza Knitez, which I felt was sorta slow and poorly made. Overall, though, a really great package that is absolutely worth
the price.. 11/10 i finnaly went to hell
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While the idea behind this game is quite appealing, the game itself is repetitive and boring.. Great
\ud83d\udc4d\ud83d\udc4d\ud83d\udc4d\ud83d\udc4d\ud83d\udc4d game to play i recommend this. If you loved the boys, you
will love this Drama CD just as much.

The VAs did such a great job, I fell in love with the boys all over again. Now I carry them along on my MP3 all the time.
There were also interviews of the VAs and some Bloopers, which made me laugh very hard.
The price seems more than fair for me, too, considering the first VN is free!. most awesome. four muted colors changable and
available. great detail. well worth the price to me. this is a very early car -- 1914 - and looks transitional because it was just that.
could maybe use some weathering variables too, since it's going to look pretty used by 1930 -- stopped building them, i think
they said, in 1917.

naturally, i'd also really like to see an x31 roundtop, of course. for a westcoast boy growing up next to the s.p. the prr x31's were
as exotic as heck.. Very nice and beautiful game, and I have not seen any prompt.
Gameplay is fluent and instinctive.
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